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Thank you for comments of reviewers and receive a lot of help. I did best for complementary experiment. I marked with red color for modification

Reviewer's report 1

minor revisions:
  1. abstract, line 5: however NO DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON the influence .....  
     : Edit the line 5 in abstract
  2. abstract, line 10: cytokines BOTH WITH HIGH (IL6 and TGFb) and low (TNFα) EXPRESSION in M2....  
     : Edit the line 10 in abstract
  3. page 4 line 6: effects on tumorigenesis IN studies.....  
     : Edit the line 6 in p4
  4. page 4 line 18: in the serum OR plasma of patients....  
     : Edit the line 18 in p4
  5. Methods, page 6 line 10 please answer the question reported in brackets  
     : Edit the line 10 in p6
  6. page 10: line 10 probably should be BY BOILING TISSUE SECTIONS results,  
     : Edit the line 10 in p10
  7. page 14, the last two lines: reformulate, the sentence is not clear.  
     : Edit the last two lines in p14

Reviewer's report 2

The requested modifications have been performed.